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Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), with their crystalline nanoporous three-dimensional
structures, have emerged as unique multifunctional materials that combine high porosity
with catalytic, photophysical, or other properties to reveal new fundamental science and
applications. Because MOFs are composed of organic molecules linking metal centers in
ways that are not usually conducive to the formation of free-charge carriers or low-energy
charge-transport pathways, they are typically insulators. Accordingly, applications so far
have harnessed the unique structural properties and porosity of MOFs, which depend only
to a small extent on the ability to manipulate their electronic structure. An exciting new
area has emerged due to the recent demonstration of MOFs with controlled electronic and
optical properties, which is enabling new fundamental science and opens up the possibility
of applications in electronics and photonics. This article presents an overview of the
fundamental science issues related to controlling electronic and optical properties of MOFs,
and how research groups worldwide have been exploring such properties for electronics,
thermoelectrics, photophysics, and charge storage.

Metal–organic frameworks
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)1 are coordination polymers
that exhibit long-range order (i.e., crystallinity) and permanent
porosity with pores ranging in size from 0.2 nm to more than
3 nm, thus spanning the microporous (pores less than 2 nm)
and mesoporous (pores less than 50 nm) regimes. MOFs form
by self-assembly processes involving metal ions and organic
ligands bearing at least two (often more) metal-binding functional groups (Figure 1). The latter play an essential role
because the bond established between the metal ions and the
organic ligands is the weakest link in the ensuing material, deﬁning the stability with respect to all outside stimuli:
temperature, moisture, and energy input. The most commonly
used metal-binding functionalities are carboxylic acids, although
other acidic (e.g., azoles,2 phosphonic acids3) and neutral
(e.g., pyridines) ligands are becoming prominent, especially
in view of the relatively weak bond formed between carboxylates
and late ﬁrst-row transition metals, which comprise the vast
majority of existing MOF structures.
Most often, the self-assembly process leads to aggregation
of metal ions into secondary-building units (SBUs), which are
multinuclear metal clusters with more complex structural and
electronic features than single-metal ions.4 It is the combination
of diverse SBUs and a wide variety of potential organic ligands

that has given rise to thousands of MOFs thus far that differ in
topology, pore size and shape, and chemical composition. Indeed,
MOFs form one of the most diverse classes of materials in existence today, offering tunability at the level of the metal ions, the
organic ligands, and the functional groups connecting the two.
The most prominent use of MOFs to date takes advantage
of their extreme porosity and the ability to change the polarity, size, shape, and chemical composition of the pore surface.
These factors have enabled applications in, for example, gas
storage,5 in difﬁcult gas separations,6 and in catalysis.7–9 These
prominent applications take advantage of the molecular nature
of MOFs, which allow the treatment of solid-substrate interactions locally, on the molecular scale. The utility of MOFs
in applications requiring energy or charge transport is limited,
however, because the electronic structure of nearly all MOFs
show essentially ﬂat bands with minimal band dispersion. Put
another way, the electronic states in MOFs are localized and
are best described as molecular orbitals rather than delocalized,
band-like states. Although the absence of disperse bands need
not affect exciton transport or charge hopping, which can
enable interesting applications on their own (as highlighted by
the articles in this issue), increased band dispersion is critical
for long-range charge transport and high-charge mobility, as
required for most electronic applications. Recent reports have
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Figure 1. Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are created by assembling metal (M) ions or clusters with multi-functionality organic ligands
through functional groups such as carboxylates and azoles. The self-assembly process can lead to 1D, 2D, or 3D connected structures,
whose properties are defined primarily by pore size, pore shape, and chemical composition. Each component (i.e., metal node, functional
group, organic ligand) is critical for the electronic structure. The fundamental and applied properties of MOFs, in particular, related to
electronics and photonics applications, are illustrated at the bottom.

started addressing these basic concepts in band-structure
engineering.10,11 Consequently, new electronic and photonic
MOFs have emerged.12,13

Electronic structure of MOFs: Challenges and
opportunities in electronics and photonics
Two primary reasons are arguably the root cause of the insulating
nature of MOFs (see the article by Walsh et al. in this issue).
They originate from the need to transport charge through the
organic linkers and through the ligand–SBU linkages. First,
the organic linkers typically have highest occupied molecular
orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO)
energy gaps that usually exceed 3 eV. This makes it less likely
that a metal center will have energy levels that align with
those of the ligand. Second, the valence orbitals on the linkers
and the SBUs are typically symmetry mismatched. The direct
consequence of these factors is that the electronic structure
of the MOF crystal is often close to that of the linker (or the
metal) alone. This translates to poor extended electronic coupling between the metal center and the linker, which prevents
efﬁcient charge transport through the system.
As previously discussed, the resulting electronic bands all
have small dispersion, giving large effective masses:

(

m* = = 2 ∂ 2 E / ∂ k 2

)

−1

,

(1)

where E(k) is the energy of a given electronic band as a function
of the electronic momentum k. This is important because the
carrier mobility is inversely proportional to the effective mass:
μ ∝ 1/ m* ,

(2)

and therefore, the band dispersion determines how well the
material can carry electrical current. The small band dispersion in MOFs is an indication that electrons are strongly
localized rather than delocalized over the whole lattice. Thus,
one strategy to impart conductivity is to alter the electronic
coupling between the metal centers and the ligands in order
to favor delocalization.14 Another strategy is to design MOFs
that circumvent the issue with the metal–ligand interaction by
creating transport paths between linkers.15 We note that even
if these strategies are successful, other challenges will need to
be addressed. For example, it is well known from inorganic
and organic semiconductors that controlling charge injection
at electrical contacts is essential to realize high-performance
devices.16 Similarly, learning to control doping (both n-type
and p-type) is essential to realize the building blocks of many
technologies (e.g., p–n junctions, Schottky diodes, and complementary transistors).
Although band-like transport is desirable when high
mobility is key for a certain application, it is well known from
organic semiconductors and molecular conductors that other
transport processes besides band transport can lead to reasonable electrical conductivity.17 Therefore, it is valuable
to also consider the MOF system as composed of electronically localized centers connected by bridges and to consider
the conditions under which such a system can be electrically
conductive. Extensive work on molecule–bridge–molecule
systems has shown that excited-state transport can be considered as “generalized” hopping, whereby conﬁgurational reorganization of the bridge can favor dynamic charge transfer
between the two molecules.18 In fact, simple expressions
make the connection between the energetics of the system
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and the mobility through quantum mechanical transition
rates.19 We anticipate that application of this approach to
MOFs could serve as a key technique to identify promising
molecular designs.
The realization of electrically conducting MOFs opens a
number of new avenues for applications. Some of these are
shown in Figure 2, which is representative of the articles
discussed in this issue. Conducting MOFs could serve as the
basis for new electronic materials (e.g., thin ﬂexible ﬁlms)20
that could solve some of the issues encountered with existing
organic materials, such as the difﬁculty in realizing highperformance n-type materials. Further down the line, one could
imagine a new ﬁeld of “crystalline” molecular electronics
where the three-dimensional (3D) MOF structure could
address the difﬁculties in positioning single molecules between
electrodes. An attractive application that combines electrical
conductivity with the nanoporous structure is resistive chemical sensing, whereby targeted molecules to be sensed can
inﬁltrate the MOF pores and change the conductivity.21 Along
the same lines, the nanoporous structure should also be beneﬁcial
for thermoelectrics,22 where the nanoporous MOF structure
should give inherently low thermal conductivity, and the large
number of ligands and metal centers could allow for tuning of

the Seebeck coefﬁcient. A similar situation occurs for battery
electrodes,23 since a conducting MOF can afford high-charge
capacity due to the high pore-to-volume ratio.
Finally, conducting MOFs also open new paths for photonic
applications, including, but not limited to, solar-energy conversion and light-emitting diodes (LEDs).24 One can envision
embedding LED emitters and various organic chromophores
directly in the MOF pores to induce unique effects such as conversion of photons from low to high energy (upconversion)
through triplet-triplet exciton annihilation and the subsequent
directional energy transfer that can occur due to the ordered
nature of the MOF chemical units.25,26

In this issue
The articles in this issue of MRS Bulletin highlight and detail
some of the recent progress in understanding and developing
electronic and photonic applications of MOFs. In their article,
Leong et al. discuss the different strategies to create MOFs
with electronic structures that make them intrinsically conducting. Allendorf et al. discuss in their article an alternative
approach to control electronic and optical properties by inserting guest molecules such as tetracynoquinodimethane in the
MOF nanopores. The fundamental aspects of these approaches
are underpinned by Walsh et al. in their article
in this issue. They present the latest advances
in ab initio modeling of MOF electronic and
optical properties.
Several of the initial applications for electronic and photonic MOFs appear in the context of energy generation and energy storage.
Talin et al. present the unique thermoelectric
properties of MOFs and discuss recent demonstrations of thermoelectricity in intrinsically conducting MOFs and in guest-inﬁltrated
MOFs. In their article, Zhang and Awaga highlight the use of MOFs in electrochemical
systems, particularly as applied to batteries.
Finally, Dolgopolova and Shustova summarize
progress in controlling and harnessing the
photophysics of MOFs.

Summary

Figure 2. The advent of electronic and photonic metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) leads
to new possibilities for applications in electronics, thermoelectrics, energy storage such as
battery electrodes, chemical sensing, photovoltaics and photophysics, and light emission.
This requires the development of new intrinsically conducting MOFs as well as approaches
for infiltration of molecules in the MOF pores to achieve new emergent properties. Because
of the large number of MOFs and potential molecules for infiltration, modeling will play a
key role in identifying promising systems and understanding their properties. Note: LUMO,
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital; HOMO, highest occupied molecular orbital; Eg,
bandgap energy; CBM, conduction-band minimum; VBM, valence-band maximum.
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Progress in science and technology often occurs
when materials are imbued with new properties.
The realization of MOFs with new electronic
and photonic properties opens up an entirely
new class of materials that combine organic
molecules, 3D crystallinity, and optoelectronic
properties. These developments elevate MOFs
to the level of solid-state semiconductors while
also providing entirely different mechanical,
structural, and chemical properties. Considering
the already large number of existing MOFs,
and the chemist’s vast synthetic and analytical
toolbox, this area should be rich in new
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fundamental science and applications. For example, an understanding of the basic electronic transport properties of MOFs
is still in its infancy, and it is not even clear if the standard
experimental and theoretical tools applied to solid-state semiconductors are sufﬁcient to unravel these processes. Similarly,
the unique properties of MOFs may open entirely new paradigms for electronic and photonic applications. Last, but not
least, computational modeling of these complex structures will
prove critical for guiding the rapid development of this ﬁeld.
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